Advanced statistical methods used to analyze high-throughput data such as gene-expression assays result in long lists of ''significant genes.'' One way to gain insight into the significance of altered expression levels is to determine whether Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated with a particular biological process, molecular function, or cellular component are over-or under-represented in the set of genes deemed significant. This process, referred to as enrichment analysis, profiles a gene set, and is widely used to make sense of the results of high-throughput experiments. Our goal is to develop and apply general enrichment analysis methods to profile other sets of interest, such as patient cohorts from the electronic medical record, using a variety of ontologies including SNOMED CT, MedDRA, RxNorm, and others.
Introduction
One way to gain insight into the significance of a particular set of genes is to determine whether functional terms that are associated with each gene are over-or under-represented in the set of genes deemed significant. This process, referred to as enrichment analysis, profiles a gene set, and is widely used to make sense of the results of high-throughput experiments such as geneexpression assays. The canonical example of enrichment analysis is in the interpretation of a list of differentially expressed genes in some condition. The usual approach is to perform enrichment analysis with the Gene Ontology (GO). We can aggregate the annotating GO concepts associated with a particular biological process, molecular function, or cellular component for each gene in this list, and arrive at a profile of the biological processes or mechanisms affected by the condition under study [1] . There are currently over 400 publications on methods and tools for GO-based enrichment, but (to the best of our knowledge) only a single other tool, Genes2-Mesh, uses something besides the GO (i.e., the Medical Subject Headings or MeSH), to calculate enrichment [2] . Our goal is to develop and apply general enrichment analysis methods to profile other sets of interest, such as patient cohorts from the electronic medical record, using a variety of ontologies including SNOMED CT, MedDRA, RxNorm, and others.
While the GO has been the principal target for enrichment analysis, we can carry out the same sort of profiling using any ontology available in the biomedical domain. Tirrell et al. have developed a prototype tool [3] called RANSUM -Rich Annotation Summarizerthat performs generalized enrichment analysis using any ontology from the National Center for Biomedical Ontology's (NCBO) online repository of public ontologies called BioPortal [4] .
By using a disease ontology in such analysis, we can enable translational questions: just as scientists can ask which biological process is over-represented in a set of differentially expressed genes, they can also ask which disease (or class of diseases) is over-represented in a set of genes or proteins that share a common characteristic. For example, by annotating known protein mutations with disease terms, Mort et al. identified a class of diseases-blood coagulation disorders-that are associated with a significant depletion in substitutions at O-linked glycosylation sites [5] . Similarly, by identifying other disease associations for the genes involved in a certain disease of interest we can gain insight into how the causation of seemingly unrelated diseases might be related, e.g., Werner's syndrome, Cockayne syndrome, Burkitt's lymphoma, and Rothmund-Thomson Syndrome [6] [7] [8] [9] . We can also apply the enrichment analysis methodology to other sets of interest-such as patient cohorts. For example, enrichment analysis might detect specific co-morbidities that have an increased incidence in rheumatoid arthritis patients-a topic of recent discussion in the literature and considered essential to provide high quality care [10] [11] [12] . Enrichment analysis to identify common pairs of terms of different semantic types can identify combinations of drug classes and co-morbidities, or test risk-factors and co-morbidities that are common in this population; in fact Petri et al. recently identified co-morbidities in rheumatoid arthritis patients using relative risk analysis (which shares similarities with enrichment analysis) calculated from ICD9 codes in a retrospective cohort study using medical claims data [13] .
Note that enrichment analysis as discussed in this paper and as performed by the majority of the tools listed online 1 by the GO Consortium is conceptually different from the similarly named Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) method [20] , where groups of genes that are known to share common biological function, chromosomal location, or regulation are tested collectively for significant difference in expression between two phenotypic conditions such as tumors that are sensitive versus resistant to a drug. The goal of GSEA is to determine whether members of a gene set S-as defined by common biological function, chromosomal location, or regulationtend to occur toward the top (or bottom) of the list L (comprised of genes showing the largest difference in expression between the two phenotypic classes), in which case the gene set is deemed to be correlated with the phenotypic condition under study. One key aspect of calculating functional enrichment (such as GO term enrichment) is the choice of a reference-term frequency since the calculation compares the term frequencies in the annotations of a set of interest against the annotations of a reference set. It is not clear what the appropriate reference-term frequency should be when calculating enrichment of ontology terms for which a ''background set'' is not defined. For example, in the case of Gene Ontology annotations, the background set is usually the GO annotations of the set of genes on which the data were collected on a microarray or the GO annotations of all the genes known in the genome for the species on which the data were collected. A natural background set is not available, however, when calculating enrichment using disease ontologies because these ontologies have not been used for manual annotation in a way the Gene Ontology has been used.
For situations lacking an obvious background set, there are two main options: As Tirrell et al. note, we can use the frequency of ontology terms in a large corpus, such as the NCBO Resource Index [14, 15] , MEDLINE abstracts or on Web pages indexed by Internet search engines such as Google. Using such an ''off the shelf'' reference set has the drawback of not being representative of the specific set of interest being analyzed, for example, in the case of analyzing patient cohorts. One alternative is to construct a reference annotation set using automated methods.
Our approach is to construct a reference set programmatically using manually created GO annotations as a starting point. We specifically choose GO annotations because they provide a reliable foundation-highly trained curators associate GO terms to gene products, based on exhaustive literature review. Building upon this foundation, we demonstrate how, with the availability of tools for automated annotation with terms from disease ontologies, it is possible to create reference annotation sets for enrichment analysis using ontologies other than the GO-for example, the Human Disease Ontology (DO).
Basically, a manually curated GO annotation associates a gene product with a PubMed article with high accuracy. We hypothesize that if a disease term is mentioned in the abstract of the article based on which a GO annotation is created for a gene product, then that disease term is likely to be associated with that gene product; and we can associate relevant disease terms to those gene products by analyzing the text in the title and abstract of the article. Unlike GO terms, which actually appear in the text with low frequency (see Section 4.1), or gene identifiers, which are ambiguous, disease terms are highly amenable to automated, term extraction techniques [16] . Therefore, using tools that recognize mentions of ontology terms in user submitted text such as the NCBO annotator [17] , we can automatically recognize occurrences of disease terms from the DO in a given corpus of text; the key is to identify a reliable text source to recognize disease terms from, to associate with genes and gene products.
Therefore, by starting with curated gene associations we can reliably obtain gene-disease associations from biomedical literature. Researchers can then use these associations to automatically generate a gene-disease association file as a background set (or reference set) for disease-specific enrichment analysis. Moreover, researchers can reuse our method to examine annotations along other dimensions. For example, researchers can use the Pathway ontology to generate gene-pathway associations, or fragments of SNOMED CT to generate gene-anatomy associations.
What differentiates our method from other approaches that infer gene-disease associations-such as co-occurrence analysis or syntactic-semantic relationship extraction techniques, which might require difficult to obtain training sets for finding genedisease associations [18] -is the reuse of publicly available GO annotations as a basis for identifying reliable gene-publication records that serve as the foundation for generating automated annotations. Furthermore, unlike dictionary-based approaches [18] , we assign public ontology term identifiers (e.g., DO identifiers or DOIDs) during the annotation process, which can be reasoned over to aggregate, filter, and cross-reference associated disease terms. In a similar approach to ours, Osborne et al. argue that annotating GeneRIF descriptions with DO terms to infer gene-disease relationships offers greater signal-to-noise than mining 20 million MEDLINE articles directly, given the nature of curated GeneRIF descriptions [16] . In the results, we quantify the increased coverage of our approach.
In summary, our main contributions are: (i) a general method, which uses hand-curated GO annotations as a starting point for creating background datasets for enrichment analysis using other ontologies; and (ii) a gene-disease background annotation setthat enables disease-based enrichment analysis-to demonstrate feasibility of our method.
Methods
Fig. 1 summarizes our method. First, we start with GO annotations, which provide the PubMed identifiers of papers based on which gene products are associated with GO terms by a curator. The annotations essentially give us a link between gene identifiers and PubMed articles and only those PubMed articles that were deemed to be relevant for the process of creating GO annotations. Next, we recognize terms from an ontology of interest (e.g., DO) in the title and abstracts of those articles. Finally, we associate the recognized ontology terms with the gene identifiers to which the article analyzed was associated.
Obtaining gene-publication associations
We download GO annotation files 2 for human gene products from geneontology.org. These files are tab-delimited text files that contain, among other things, a list of gene identifiers, associated GO terms, and the publication source (a PubMed identifier) on the basis of which the GO annotation was created.
We remove all electronically inferred annotations (IEA) from the file because they are less reliable. We also remove all qualified annotations, such as negated (NOT) ones. As a result, we obtain a list of publications and the genes they describe, gene-publication tuples. In the next phase, we process the publications to obtain publication-disease tuples.
Parsing article titles and text
Using the PubMed identifiers obtained from the GO annotation files, we fetch each article's title and abstract using the National Library of Medicine eUtils. 3 We save each article's title and abstract as a file and process it using the disease ontology with the Annotator service.
Annotating text using terms from the Human Disease Ontology
For each PubMed article, we use the NCBO Annotator Webservice 4 to identify mentions of disease terms from the DO in the text. We configure the service to find the longest, whole-word matches for term labels and synonyms from the DO. Specifically, we set the following Annotator Web-service parameters for our study: wholeWordOnly = true, scored = true, ontologiesToExpand = 42986, withDefaultStopWords = true, levelMax = 0. The Human Disease Ontology is indicated by the BioPortal version id 42986. Other details on the Web-service parameters are documented in the online user guide. For every matched term, we acquire the appropriate disease concept identifier resulting in a list of publication-to-disease concept tuples. In other words, the annotation process performs concept normalization. Having the concept identifier, we can invoke hierarchy and mapping Web-services from BioPortal to expand the associations to include parent or related terms, if desired. Multiple matches of a term within the text, and relative word ordering are not taken into account. Also, for this study, levelMax = 0, means that we do not expand terms based on hierarchies.
Obtaining the gene-disease background annotation set
Once we have the publication-disease tuples, we connect them to the gene-publication tuples resulting in gene-disease associations for 7316 human genes. Finally, we compute the disease concept frequencies from the gene-disease background annotation set by simply counting the number of distinct genes associated with each disease over all documents in the corpus. To compute the background frequency for each disease concept X, we add up the gene occurrence counts for disease concept X across all publications. We return this number (m) as well as the total number of genes in the background annotation set (M = 7316). The fraction m/M then represents the background frequency of the disease concept X in the annotated corpus. Using this frequency we can compute significant comparative over-or under-representation in an input dataset. See Fig. 2 for an illustration.
Calculating the gene-disease enrichment value for a set of interest
Using 261 genes known to be associated with aging (obtained from GenAge, see Section 3) as an example set of interest, we re-compute the frequency for each concept X by summing the gene occurrences for disease concept X this time only if the gene appears within this subset. We return this number (n) as well as the total number of genes in the set of interest (N = 261). The fraction n/N then represents the observed frequency of the concept X for the set of interest. See Fig. 2 for an illustration.
Finally, we assess how ''surprising'' it is to find n, given m, M and N by calculating the probability of observing a specific value given the background distribution. We use a simple binomial model to obtain these p-values, which assumes that the probability of picking a gene annotated with a disease concept is fixed and is equal to the proportion of genes annotated with that term in the reference set. Such an approximation is quite reasonable for large reference sets (e.g., the whole genome) because the probability of selecting a gene annotated with the term into the set of interest does not change significantly after each selection. An alternative for smaller reference sets would be to use a hypergeometric distribution, which models the selection process without replacement. The trade-offs between using the binomial versus the hypergeometric distribution for gene-centric enrichment tests are studied by McLean et al. [19] .
Evaluation
In order to validate our background annotation set, we evaluate our gene-disease association dataset in several ways. First, we manually verify a handful of well-known genes, such as TP53, for known associations with diseases. Next, we examine a set of genes related specifically to aging from the GenAge database [23] for their coherence in terms of the assigned disease annotations. Finally, we perform disease-based enrichment analysis on the aging gene set using our newly created background set.
Results
The GO annotation files for homo sapiens reference 44,103 distinct PubMed articles and 11,125 distinct genes. This represents 44.5% of the 25,000 genes roughly estimated to exist currently. Of 25,000 genes, we are able to annotate 7316 (29.2%) with at least one disease concept from the DO.
Recapitulating known disease associations
On examining the automatically assigned disease annotations for a well-known gene such as TP53, we found that TP53 was annotated to DNA Damage 25 times based on 25 different abstracts, to cancer 16 times, fibroepithelial neoplasm nine times and was also annotated with specific diseases such as colorectal cancer and Li-Fraumeni syndrome. TP53 was also annotated, wrongly, to Recruitment four times. We discuss such mis-annotations and their effect on the enrichment analysis later in the paper. Similarly, BRCA1 was annotated with hereditary breast ovarian cancer 45 times, malignant neoplasm of breast 20 times, DNA damage 20 times, malignant neoplasm of ovary eight times and retinoblastoma two times (BRCA1 is known to bind the RB1, retinoblastoma 1, protein).
Summary of annotations of known aging genes
We used a set of 261 human genes known to be associated with aging, as provided by the GenAge database. For this subset, we pulled out the gene-disease associations from our automatically created disease annotation dataset. We were able to create annotations for 236 (91%) of the known aging genes in humans. By aggregating the number of genes per disease concept, we obtained frequencies for the top disease concepts listed in Table 1 .
As we can see in Fig. 3 , the concepts that annotate multiple genes in this aging-related gene set make biological sense. For example, DNA Damage is known to occur with aging. Alzheimer's disease and Atherosclerosis are also known to increase with age. There is also an obvious mis-annotation -Recruitment; this term is in the DO and is a synonym of auditory recruitment (DOID:12659) but does not have an asserted superclass, indicating a possible error in the ontology. Table 1 The following table lists the top disease terms associated with aging-related genes. Most of the enriched terms are biologically meaningful as determined by medical experts; meaning that these terms are diseases or conditions that are understood to be associated with aging. Note that mis-annotated terms (such as Recruitment) and non-informative terms (such as Disease) are not deemed enriched by the analysis, as expected. Fig. 3 . Aging-related diseases: Using the 261 human genes identified in the GenAge database and the gene-disease linkages discovered during the workflow we have defined, the tag cloud displays more frequently appearing terms using larger font sizes.
Enrichment analysis for aging genes
As a further validation of the utility of our background annotation set, we identified disease concepts that are statistically enriched -in the annotations of the 261 aging-related genesgiven our gene-disease background annotation dataset. As mentioned in our methods, we used a binomial test to detect enriched disease concepts in the aging-related gene set. Whether a particular concept is enriched or not is shown in Table 1 (enrichment column) and Fig. 4 provides a tag-cloud visual. Note that mis-annotated terms (such as Recruitment) and non-informative concepts (such as Disease) are not deemed enriched in the statistical analysis.
On examining the disease concepts found enriched, we found that in most cases the disease assigned to the aging gene was confirmed by a literature search. For example, Cockayne syndrome, Burkitt's lymphoma, Spastic Paraparesis and Rothmund-Thomson Syndrome are all specifically linked to the underlying gene that GeneAge declared as aging-related (and hence was in our set of 261 genes). In fact the relationship between accelerated aging syndromes (such as Rothmund-Thomson Syndrome) and natural aging is an emerging research area [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Discussion
From our results, the use of human curated annotations as a starting point for generating automated annotations using other ontologies seems promising-annotating 29.2% of genes. Previous methods that use advanced text mining have been able to annotate 4408 genes (17.7%) [21] . A study based on OMIM associated 1777 genes (7.1%) with diseases to create a human ''diseasome'' [22] . Based on a similar assumption that curated annotations will yield better results, Osborne et al. annotate GeneRIF descriptions to infer disease relationships to 5376 genes (21.5%) [16] . Because the number of human genes known at the time of these studies varies, we make the comparisons loosely.
However, there are some caveats to consider. First, not all ontologies are equally suited for creating automated annotations. Second, automated annotation depends highly on the quality of the text corpus. We discuss these issues below.
Using other ontologies
The Human Disease Ontology is a community-driven, open source ontology designed specifically to link disparate datasets through disease concepts under the principles of the Open Biomedical Ontologies Foundry. Osborne et al. note that the DO provides several advantages including good disease coverage and a useful hierarchical structure for mapping disease terms to a large text corpus [16] . For the purpose of the current discussion, and enrichment analysis in general, just about any disease ontology that provides a clear hierarchy of parent-child for diseases would be suitable for use-e.g., SNOMED CT, the National Cancer Institute thesaurus (NCIt), the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-insofar as their vocabularies work well for entity extraction (see below). For concepts that are linked together (as in the UMLS Metathesaurus), the additional synonyms obtained from related concepts can be incorporated to expand the coverage of the concept recognition system. This feature, which is only partially available in the form of the Annotator mapping expansion component 5 , is one of the aims of the NCBO but the effort is not complete yet.
Although we specifically focus on creating annotations with disease terminology, the method we have devised (Fig. 1 ) can create annotations with terms from any ontology. In our workflow, to obtain a background dataset for enrichment analysis using some ontology other than the DO, researchers would simply configure a parameter for the NCBO Annotator to use their ontology of choice from BioPortal. In fact, other researchers have used a similar annotation workflow to recognize morphological features in textual descriptions of fish species [24] . Moreover, researchers can use the annotation tool of choice (e.g., MetaMap).
However, not all ontologies are viable candidates for automatic annotation because the vocabulary used in texts is not always reflective of that in ontologies. For example, using term-frequency counts-for all terms from BioPortal ontologies-in MEDLINE abstracts [25] , we calculated that disease terms are mentioned 46% more often than GO terms in MEDLINE abstracts. As another example, on comparing NCBO Annotator results using the GO to automatically annotate genes based on the PubMed articles provided as the basis of the GO annotation, we find that only 10% of the curated GO annotations can be detected directly in the paper abstract supporting a particular GO annotation.
Because disease terms are mentioned significantly more often than GO terms, the automated annotation process works better for annotating genes with disease ontology terms than it would for performing automatic GO annotation. Starting with curated gene-publication annotations ensures high accuracy.
Missing annotations
Out of the 261 aging-related genes in our evaluation subset, the NCBO Annotator left-out 24 genes (9%). Therefore, we have no disease terms associated with those genes in our gene-disease association dataset. The 24 genes (mentioned as UniProt IDs) that were not associated to a disease term are listed in Table 2 . These missed annotations provide an opportunity for refining the annotation workflow to use sources beyond just the papers referenced in GO annotations, e.g., GeneRIF references.
Dealing with annotation errors
Some errors in annotation are inevitable in an automated process. For example, in the reference annotation set we created, TP53 was also annotated, wrongly, to Recruitment. Papers that were the basis of creating GO annotations for TP53 certainly mention the term Recruitment, however, that term is not a disease. Despite these kinds of errors, because they affect annotation of both the set of interest and the reference set equally, the errors will most likely cancel each other out when computing statistical enrichment (Fig. 4) -though that is not guaranteed. We can deal with such errors in a variety of ways. For example, we can add a list of terms that commonly lead to errors to our set of stop words (i.e., terms to ignore). We can also use more advanced text mining techniques to analyze the context in which a potential disease term is mentioned using MEDLINE term frequencies and part-of-speech tags [25] to detect false positives. The accuracy of the NCBO Annotator in recognizing disease names has been evaluated in prior work [17] . A repeat study of the sensitivity and specificity (or recall and precision) of the NCBO Annotator is outside the scope of this work.
Future work
Text mining can potentially provide checks against possible human errors. The Recruitment mis-annotation is one case in point. Additionally, for questionably enriched diseases, such as Septo-optic dysplasia (a developmental disorder believed to be linked to an aging gene), we plan to perform more thorough, manual validation. We would use the approach of review by two or more experts and a protocol for resolving disagreement, and we plan to do this work specifically in the context of disease enrichment in electronic patient records. We acknowledge the fact that publications might mention negated findings. For this reason, we exclude the publications that were the basis of a negated GO annotation (i.e., qualified with NOT). Having negation detection functionality can certainly affect the outcome of enrichment analysis by altering the reference term frequencies. For this study, negations were not considered, but we have subsequently implemented the NegEx algorithm [26] within the framework of the Annotator and we are currently testing negation detection within the context of electronic health records.
Finally, we relied upon GO annotations to provide one reliable source for gene-publication associations. Likewise, GeneRIF descriptions and their referenced PubMed articles could offer another source of similar information. Compared to the 44,103 articles obtained from GO annotations in our case study, GeneRIF entries for homo sapiens reference a much larger corpus of 208,406 6 Although we demonstrate the benefits of enrichment analysis with ontologies other than the GO (especially those for which a reference annotation set does not exist) within the context of its most popular use (gene expression profiling), the method is general enough to benefit a host of other applications as well, such as profiling patient reports. For example, one of the most common reasons patients are admitted to the emergency room is for abdominal pain, which is often coded with ICD9 789.00 (Abdominal pain, unspecified). We can designate our set of interest as all patients coded with 789.00 and compare them against all patients on record using enrichment analysis over their clinical notes, to obtain a profile of this cohort (Fig. 5) . We can use DO to obtain a disease profile, or we can use RxNorm to obtain a drug profile, and so on. We have subsequently obtained access to Stanford's entire clinical data warehouse, and have annotated over 9.5 million patient reports with 15 different ontologies. We are currently in the process of analyzing the results, which will include enrichment analysis along not only diseases and findings, but also along drugs and adverse events. The main challenge will be to develop methods of analyzing these aspects in combination.
Conclusion
Enrichment analysis using GO annotations is widely used to make sense of the results of high-throughput experiments. Our goal is to generalize enrichment analysis methods to use a variety of ontologies including SNOMED CT, Human Disease Ontology, and others. With the availability of automated ontology-based annotation with terms from biomedical ontologies, it is possible to perform enrichment analysis using ontologies other than the Gene Ontology. However, a key pre-requisite for such analysis is the availability of a background set of annotations to enable the enrichment calculation.
We have described a general method, which uses hand-curated GO annotations as a starting point, for creating background datasets for enrichment analysis using other ontologies-such as the Human Disease Ontology, for which hand-curated annotations are not available.
To demonstrate the feasibility and utility of our method, we have created a background set of annotations to enable enrichment analysis with the DO and validated that background set by using the created annotations to examine the coherence of known aging-related genes and by performing enrichment analysis on an aging-related gene set from the GeneAge database [23] . In future work, we plan to apply enrichment analysis methods to analyze patient cohorts from electronic health records.
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